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At the present time  receiving of high-pure 

hydrogen (without CO impurities) is actual 
because high-effective electro-chemical generators 
(fuel cells, which work on hydrogen fuel – 
ecological safe and renewable energy carrier, that 
may be obtained by catalytic steam conversion H2-
containing fuels: hydrocarbons, alcohols, ethers to 
synthesis gas) had been developed. Received 
synthesis gas contains carbon monoxide, which 
poisons platinum electrodes of the proton exchange 
membrane fuel cells, and in going on hydrogen 
energy carrier his purification from CO impurities 
(lower than 10-100 ррm) is still actual problem. 
For the switch of vehicles on hydrogen fuel 
creation of the compact fuel processor, which 
allow receiving pure hydrogen from nature gas, 
gasoline, low-molecular alcohols, and ethers on 
board is important moment. On figure 1 has 
presented scheme of fuel processor for receiving 
hydrogen from hydrogen-containing raw materials 
including previous purification unit by water-gas 
shift reaction (СО + Н2О = СО2 + Н2), and fine-
purification unit by preferential CO oxidation in 
hydrogen-rich gas mixtures. It must be noted, that 
alternative catalytic method of CO removing by 
hydrogenation to methane mismatch for the 
compact fuel processors, because into 
hydrogenation reaction СО2 involves also. 

The most effective catalysts for 
preferential CO oxidation in hydrogen-rich gas 
mixtures are copper-ceria oxide systems, which 
have similar activity to noble metal catalysts that 
usually use for this process, and even more 
selective that ones. Such catalytic performance 
caused by synergetic effect that produced by 
interaction of copper oxide and ceria, and allow to 
increasing red-ox properties of the both 
components. In spite of high performance, 
disadvantages of binary copper-ceria systems are 
sintering ability of oxides and high cost of the 
cerium-containing precursor. With the aim of  

 
 
Fig. 1. Scheme of the catalytic processor for 

hard-polymer fuel cells 
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Purification unit 

~ 1 vol.% [CO]

Synthesis gas: 
Н2 - 40-65% 
СО - 10-25% 
СО2 - 5-15% 
Н2О -25-40% 

Nature gas, methanol, gasoline, DМЕ, ethanol 

Partial oxidation 
СН4 + 0,5 О2 = СО + 2 Н2 

Steam and carbon dioxide conversions 
СН4 + Н2О = СО + 3 Н2 
СН4 + СО2 = 2 СО + 2 Н2 

Reformer Т = 800 °С 

 
 

СО conversion 
СО + Н2О = СО2 + Н2

Water-shift reactor  
Т = 250–500 °С

 
 

Preferential CO oxidation   
СО + 0.5 О2 = СО2 
Н2 + 0.5 О2 = Н2О 

Fine-purification unit , 
Т = 80–200 °С

H2-rich mixture 
~ 10–100 ppm 

CO 
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stabilization copper oxide and ceria and their more 
rational using we had investigated the influence of 
chemical nature, structural and textural 
characteristics of different oxide carriers on the 
catalytic performance supported copper-ceria 
catalysts in preferential CO oxidation reaction. In 
comparative investigation of copper-ceria catalysts 
supported on alumina, zirconia, titania, and 
manganese oxide, was suggested that on activity in 
CO oxidation related to chemical nature of carriers, 
samples may be divided in two groups: low-
temperature catalysts on alumina and zirconia and 
high-temperature catalysts on titania and 
manganese oxide. CO conversion on samples 
supported on Al2O3 and ZrO2 is 90-100% in 
temperature range 80-120оС, whereas on MnO2 
and TiO2 it is not exceed 60% at the temperatures 
higher than 110оС. It must be noted, that surface 
area of the catalysts has not exerted significant 
influence on CO conversion, and determinative 
role plays chemical composition of catalyst. 

Data comparison on selectivity of the 
catalysts toward carbon dioxide formation shows 

that 100% selectivity at CO oxidation is typical 
only for catalyst on the industrial monoclinic 
zirconia and yttrium-stabilized zirconia calcined at 
1000оС, which have low surface. The optimal 
content of the active components copper oxide and 
ceria on zirconia has been determined. It is  
5–10 wt.% of copper (in converting to metal) and 
no less than 23 wt.% of ceria. According to XPS 
data, catalysts surface contains Ce3+ and Ce4+ ions 
in modified carrier. By XRD and XPS it was 
shown, that at copper supporting interacting copper 
ions both with the ceria surface and zirconia 
surface is taken place. Catalysts surface is 
heterogeneous and quantity of the copper phase, 
which interacts with the surface of ceria and 
zirconia (Cu1+Ce4+Zr4+O phase) increase in the 
catalyst with the optimal copper loading –  
5 wt. %. The correlation of this phase quantity with 
catalytic data permit to conclude that this phase 
determines activity and selectivity of copper-ceria-
zirconia catalysts in preferential CO oxidation in 
hydrogen-rich mixtures.  

 
 
 

 


